A Lifetime Of Rave Reviews.
We treat your business, like it’s our business.

Dave Featured In...

Can Melbourne SEO Services truly help your business?
We’re confident we can but don’t take our word for it.

When picking business partners and companies to work with, the first step is always the
hardest, especially when you’re deciding who to avoid and who to trust.
To make matters even more difficult, everyone’s an “expert” these days. And with the web
being (typically) so anonymous, many of those ‘experts’ just hide behind their website and
never really allow you to get to know who you’re dealing with.
By reading this, it’s clear you want to know more us, so nice work with your due diligence! By
digging a little deeper here, we know you’ll discover that we’re more than just a typical online
marketing company.
So, what does it take for
work with them? For us,
times before!) on their
instinctually know they’re

you to feel confident and know you can trust someone in order to
it’s seeing evidence that the company has already delivered (many
promises to clients.
Then once we find that “someone,” we
right for us. Maybe you have that same intuition?

We both know that real proof is in what others say about you. So, when a strong and honest
referral is given, it can be as powerful as a glitzy advertising campaign, because the
endorsement is from a genuine, real person based on their actual experience. Client
testimony is the truest measurement of success.
We’ve been collecting client feedback, testimonials and rave reviews – which showcase the
achievements we’ve made for our valued clients – for years.
So, don’t make the mistake of thinking “this won’t work for me,” because what
you’re about to read will convince you that it can... and will.

Imagine what results like these could mean
to you and your business...
Melbourne SEO Services
Suite 1/284 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182
+61 1300 662 979 | info@melbourneSEOservices.com

We believe it’s crucial to provide real,
tangible actions for our customers...

SEO Clients

!

”We were advertising in local papers, Yellow Pages. We did have a
website, but we’d never really done anything with it because it
wasn’t a great site. Once the clientele started dropping down from
Yellow Pages and other advertising, we knew that the internet was
where we had to make our goal. So we chose to use Melbourne
SEO to boost our optimization. We’ve been doing that for six
months now and it has probably doubled the amount of
people visiting the site in a really short period of time.

(In the past) clients tended to come in for emergency treatment,
! (now) people are actually researching us on the internet and choosing us as a practice.
With any business, when you get extra clientele, obviously the more clients you get, the
better the business. For those clients that we are making happy, they can then go off and
discuss it with their friends, tell their friends about us and then their friends can go and
view the website. It’s easy now to (find us) on the internet because we’re right at the
top.
Because of the reports Melbourne SEO come and
“We’re right at the top”
discuss with me, we can work out what is working and
what isn’t working and alter the website or the way
we’re doing the optimization, and it works
fantastically. The fact that Dave will sit and explain all the reports with me means
that I understand what’s going on too. Then the reports I do within the practice for the
amount of patients who have come in matches, and it is really working for us.
SEO is obviously a word that meant nothing to me six months ago, but it means a lot
more to me now. If somebody was asking me who they should use…I just found that
Melbourne SEO have done it the simplest, made it as easy for me to understand as
possible and I would recommend them to anybody. It’s taken them six months to get
us to the top of almost every page that we need to be. It’s really working for us; it’s
really bringing in some really good clients.
Madeleine Senior | SEO Client | The Dentists
www.thedentists.com.au
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SEO Clients

Our business abilities will make a real
difference for you and your company...

“We were paying for Google campaigns that were getting more and
more expensive. So, I started to work with Melbourne SEO. Once
we started to make some of the changes and sent some links back
to the website, we did get some good results very early on. It’s
good to see now we’re checking back and seeing the
improvements. It hasn’t just been a little spike and then stopped.
There has been gradual improvement… doubled what we were
getting before… sometimes it has almost tripled the visits to the
site.
We’re a small business, we don’t have unlimited resources, so it’s very
important that we get good results from the money we spend.
I’d say talk to David. It doesn’t cost
anything to talk initially and he’ll give
“Doubled what we were getting before”
you a good idea of what you have to
do to get more visits to your website.
Let’s face it, we don’t pick up Yellow Pages anymore, do we? We don’t pick up the books
anymore. We go to Google and we go to whichever search engine we prefer and look it
up through the web. So the more efficient that is for your website, the better off you’re
going to be.”
Linda Cockle | SEO Client | Keyboard Concepts
www.keyboardconcepts.com.au
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SEO Clients

Our business abilities will make a real
difference for you and your company...

“I have been in business for more than 20 years. During this period I have come across
all sorts of people and majority of them, particularly business people, look for a method
to "get one up on you". One can't help but to form a view of "standard business person".
There are always exceptions, and my opinion is that you Dave is a very pleasant
exception to the rule of a standard business man.
There are marketing methods, and
there are marketing methods. His
“A very pleasant exception to the rule”
approach is the one that is certainly a
very preferable one. His concern on
wanting to deliver correct products, rather than maximise sales, is very touching. He is
the type of person that I would feel very relaxed to do the business, knowing full
well that I will get good value for the money.”
Suresh Jogia | Life Long Client
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We provide assistance that everyone
can benefit from, at every level...

SEO Clients

“We do a lot of web design for small businesses. We also offer
the suite of internet marketing services such as SEO and email
marketing and things like that. There are no real search engine
optimization companies in my area except for Brisbane. I
started there, went to Melbourne, had a look, and Dave's firm
ranked number one.
Dave explained things in simple terms that anyone could
understand, so I’d be comfortable sending a client there. He
doesn’t try to baffle them with jargon which technical
people try to do, just to confuse them. I went to the Support
section on the site and filled out the form there and Dave
emailed me the next morning and we were talking the next day. I was pretty impressed.
Because my website is relatively new - it is only about six months old - I knew I would
have a tough slug ahead of me, so if he can get me ranking, he can get my clients
ranking too. We did go for local web design keywords. It’s two months later now and
just on Saturday we were ranking second and third for our key phrases which I’m
pretty happy with. Considering it is a pretty new site, it's not a bad feat. Now I can add
more value to my clients. As part of my offering, I can now say that I think we’ve got the
ability to deliver SEO in the best way in this area. No one else does it like this. I think it
makes us very competitive and it’s a great value add for my clients and future clients.
You’ll come across dozens and
dozens of SEO companies and
“Now I can add more value to my clients”
picking the right one is the trick. I
think get David on the phone, have
a chat with him, make sure he is the right fit and everything, just give it a go. It’s not a
huge risk really, I don’t think. It’s worked really well for me. I’ve no regrets at all. It’s
been awesome.”
Danny Summers | SEO Client | Indigo Web
www.indigoweb.com
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SEO Clients

The best firms have extensive knowledge as well
as the awareness of how to use it to succeed...

“I'm Alex from KidSpot.com.au - Australia’s largest parenting
website. We reach over 1.2 million browsers every single
month, nearly 9,000,000 to 10,000,000 page impressions a
month at the moment. So we have a large community of
parents and we’re also a large content provider. SEO is a skill
that is quite hard to embrace in this day and age. The rules
seem to change faster than our skills do. To get an up-to-date
brief of exactly what we need to know and where we need to go
moving forward to success is really key to our business.
I was certainly hoping that Dave could help demystify some of
the things round SEO. My team are really skilled. Some of them have varying degrees
and understanding about how it works and others have very little understanding. The
course we did was great. Everyone could ask something as basic as what does this
mean when I see this link, to really detailed questions about tags and titles.
Following the training day, we knew we were going to review our practices and what we
were going to do and this will no doubt influence our next calendar year strategy going
forward.
I just think you need to be careful with SEO training and
make sure everyone is on board and the skill levels are
“Tailored to all levels”
all the same. I think in the course we saw a lot of
different skills in the room and it was definitely tailored
to all levels. Look, anyone with a web business, if they’re not SEOing their site correctly,
and learning best practice, they’re just fools. They’re tearing up money.”
Alex Brooks | SEO Client | Kid Spot
www.kidspot.com.au
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SEO Clients

Seeing our clients get amazing
results is reward enough for us...

“I’m a psychologist working in Melbourne, mostly around the
inner city. I work with people with depression, anxiety, anger,
things like this. Other psychology firms have noticed that it’s an
old industry and it was important to start using these new
technologies. Also as a young person in the industry I felt it was
important to hit my target demographic.
I started to work with Dave, and it was really simple. He said,
“this is what I need from you” and I’ve been able to provide that
as quickly as I can, I even got a hurry up every now and then.
It’s just been seamless. It’s been invisible and the proof has
come out with the search rankings.
The results have been way beyond what I
“Results...way beyond what I
thought it could be. I’m ranking second for
thought it could be”
psychologist Melbourne which would be the
exact keywords we discussed would have been
important. Not only that, I’m ranking well for
psychologist South Melbourne, for a few other keywords, such as stress, anxiety, mental
health and the results have been much higher increase in client traffic and even in people
just emailing me and asking for some mental health help and information which is exactly
what I was after.
There are some things that he has done that I don’t know what has happened but the
results have gone up. So get on board. Try something new. If it’s not working, then
maybe it’s time to give a professional a go.”
Remy Lindner | SEO Client | Melbourne Psychologist
www.psychologist-melbourne.net.au
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SEO Clients

We believe part of success is being open enough
to share with others how you got there...

“I knew I needed a marketing team for my business as an online
bookkeeper, because I wanted to get a high Google ranking and
support so I could focus doing the bookkeeping. I started working
with Dave because, like most business owners, I get caught up in
my own business and I need to step back and say, well, what is
the next thing I need to do to help market my business in terms
of online presence as well? I look to Dave for that, and know that
he's got it covered.
When I started working with Dave it was pretty much me seeking
out what he did. As soon as I knew, it became obvious that he
knows what he's talking about. I need to work with him because I
want my business to succeed. I just looked
to him for guidance and I really pushed it
“He knows what he’s talking about”
from there, because I could see he knew
what he was doing. I need that person on
my team. I haven’t looked back.”
Geoff Trabant | SEO Client | Easy Online Bookkeeping
www.easyonlinebookkeeping.com

“David is always so helpful. It is refreshing to see
people like him in this business. You know there
are not many around these days with his attitude
and eagerness to help others. Thanks a lot once
again!”

“David is always so helpful”

Martin Siegfried | Life Long SEO Client
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SEO Clients

We believe part of success is being open enough
to share with others how you got there...

“...I purchased one of your products online. It was The SEO Method
1 I think. It was a checklist of how to do it...I read through it and
read through it again, read through it again and again. I
understood the principle. So I started implementing it into my
website.
At that point things started to change for me. After that year I had
my best year. I employed five people, it was fantastic...You’ve
taught me an extremely large amount of information, nothing
I ever would have gone through myself. I am just a simple guy, I’m
a hands on person, I’m not a marketer, I’m not a designer and I’m not a web designer.
... But how you delivered everything made me
“Extremely good at teaching”
feel confident about you... I see that passion
that you want people like me to succeed
because if we succeed then you succeed. You’re
probably a multi millionaire by now, right and you don’t need the money. Your target isn’t
really about money anymore. It’s about delivering a product that you fully believe
in and you enjoy dealing with people like me. It is more of an enjoyment side to life
rather than getting up every morning and thinking I’ve got to go to work.
With you, I think you’re extremely good at teaching a way that people like me can really
get to grips with and understand and implement at the same time. Step by step, a
checklist, you can’t get any easier...”
Marc Wright | SEO Client | Catering Limited
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SEO Clients

Trust is a critical aspect of all business. Your coach
or service provider must be completely honest...

“… Because you had been so open in the videos talking about the things that other
people turn into ebooks and make money, it was a pretty easy step for me to go ahead
and just click the Buy Now button.
... You don’t only have The SEO Method as download and a video coaching program but
you also do the outsourcing. That was actually the second course I bought as well and
I’m now going to do exactly that. I’m looking to outsource and outsourcing to the
Philippines so when your workshop came up in the Philippines that was obviously on SEO,
it was just the perfect combination for me to go check out what you talking about with
SEO.
...There are two major things that I’ve
“I am more focused on the things
learned from working with you and working
with your material and with the consulting
that actually matter most”
sessions that we had. One thing is that I am
more focused on the things that actually
matter most and drive the business. The second thing is to have everything in a
systemized way that keeps control of everything. I know that I just set the system up
once and then I keep adding things to it. It keeps automatically growing without me
necessarily having to part of all the details happening in my business.
... there is no doubt that you are living the things that you teach. I’ve seen it in the
videos, I’ve seen it in the Philippines at the workshop. You’ve already built a business,
you know how to build a business and you know how to put a system into place, how to
manage the people. There is absolutely no doubt that I would recommend anyone
who is looking for help to either grow their business or who maybe needs help with
SEO services or wants to learn how to outsource to the Philippines.
You do this work every day and you can see it and I can see it and it is just the way that
you actually make people aware of things that they might just overlook because they
maybe focus on the wrong end or don’t have a proper goal in place. There is nobody who
would not benefit from having someone like you looking over their shoulder and giving
them a third party opinion. It is good to have that outside view to give them that little
extra edge which is definitely going to make a big difference for anyone who is in
business I think.”
Fabian Linge | SEO Client
www.fabianlinge.com
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Coaching Clients

You need someone who can work out a strategy &
apply industry knowledge to solve problems...

“I've been working with Dave for almost a year now. I started
working with Dave because I wanted a very specific kind of
coach. I needed someone to work with me on a strategic level to
develop my online marketing business. I wanted to be shown a
much easier path to follow because I was finding it very hard to
develop the business, look after the clients, work on my own
development, keep all the balls in the air.

! I’ve got great results from working with Dave. It’s been hard at

times when he’s gently pushed me the right way. It’s been a
! really great and enjoyable business and he’s almost like an unpaid business partner for
me now. He works very strategically on my business, helping me develop it all
the time.
I think it’s about having a clear direction to the business because I see many different
things that I want to do every day but I haven’t necessarily before we started working
together been doing the right things every day, to take me along the right path. Having
sessions where I was coached a couple of times a month, and knowing that I had to get
everything done by the time that I spoke to Dave, or he'd ask what the problem was, was
a really good motivator.
Dave has helped in a number of ways

“Dave has helped in a number of ways
that go beyond simple coaching - helping
me develop my confidence in managing
that go beyond simple coaching”
difficult clients for example, working on
the problems in my business. My mindset
as well has really changed since I’ve worked with Dave because he has made me feel
so much more positive and so much more confident in my business and what I’m
doing. It’s very easy for a coach to give you a list of things to do and boxes to tick but to
have the personal support is not that common.
I can remember being really desperate that Dave would want to work with me. That was
great because we got to find out then if it would be what we were both looking for. That
was really helpful. If you're in the same position, I would basically say get in touch with
Dave and have that call with him and find out whether this is going to be right for you
and find out whether this is going to be as good for you business as it has been for mine.
Working with him and his input has helped me to raise my vision for the business, and
give me a real sense of strategic direction. It’s been really good.”
Alison Rothwel | Coaching Client | So Much Better Online Marketing
www.somuchbetteronlinemarketing.com
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Coaching Clients

Authenticity is a key principle we adhere to
at Melbourne SEO Services...

“Dave was really willing to give advice here and there, even though he didn’t know me.
From the very beginning he was giving himself, giving information that was very valuable
for me to keep going on. Also it is not so much about the product, but trust yourself, he
empowers people to keep going.
In any kind of start-up business, you normally face a lot of challenges and you get
discouraged very easily. But then with all the material that he provided from one point
and another, all the interviews, I felt more confident in being able to accomplish my
goals.
I would say, having a consultation with Dave
“The correct way to start a career”
is the correct way to start a career,
especially if they are starting. It’s not just
the knowledge he has about the market, it’s
because (of what) he's already gone through (and) has the experience, but also because
he knows how the environment works. So he has that know-how, he can provide
that insight that is very valuable for anyone who is a little bit confused. You might think it
is the correct path, but maybe it is not, as was my case. So I would strongly recommend
a consultation with Dave to be sure and to have a very good point of view regarding the
strategy that any person is going to follow over the coming years.”
John Paul Lepely | Coaching Client

“My future is completely different to
where it would have been”
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Coaching Clients

Authenticity is a key principle we Adhere to
at Melbourne SEO Services...

“I got interested in building a website, so I searched the
internet and created one. I didn’t really know exactly how to
do it but I got with the developer. I spent probably $3000 on
that website and really realized I wasn’t getting the type of
traffic that I thought that I would get from it.

!
!

I saw that Dave had an SEO company. It was funny because
the first time I thought, I can’t afford that. I kept reading
the material and I kept seeing the value. I thought, some of
the material I’m getting for free is easily worth $100, $200
based on what I got with my website.

Dave provided some insights that I was not
“My future is completely different
thinking about at all. So for me, the biggest
to where it would have been”
values coming out of it was that I had a plan.
I could read a hundred books but I feel like
the material that I got from him was great.
He really listened to where I was trying to go. He makes sure that what you do will
be worth what you pay. I’m glad that I made that step. Right now I feel like my future is
completely different to where it would have been.
I’m so much happier with the concept that I have now. Just having somebody that
you know you can go to that has the knowledge, the experience, and will tell
you the truth. Dave is somebody I’m going to continue to use for the rest of my life
whether I keep this website, sell it, or create another one. This is somebody I consider
part of my team now. Take that leap. In life there is always that risk but I can vouch for
it, take it, it will be worth it.”
Prentice Parr | Coaching Client
www.buyLAhouses.com
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Coaching Clients

Our clients trust our judgment & enjoy working
with us, making the most out of our partnership.

“I was looking for a way to make residual income or income
that did not depend on my time. That’s why I contacted Dave
to figure out a way of putting in the energy upfront and then
having a long term benefit down the road.

!

I connected with him. He wasn't all fluff and nothing behind,
not getting things done. Basically he does what he promises.
He doesn't necessarily tell me what I want to hear, but how he
sees it from his experience. That’s saved me from going in a
totally wrong direction which was just a huge benefit for me.

! Another thing about coaching is it’s a two-way
“Saved me from going in a
process. So what I’ll do, I’ll say well, I’ve got all
these ideas, you’re the sound board. I’ll say, what
totally wrong direction”
about this? Today I went through a new marketing
strategy and I said, Dave, shoot holes in this, if you
can. Ok, this is what I’m going to do, this, blah, blah, blah. You come back and you say,
well, how about this? Oh, yes, ok, maybe I didn’t think about that or this is the reason
I’m doing that. So it’s really good to have someone you can talk to who has no
financial gain out of whichever way you go.
Having Dave as a mentor has probably been the best thing I’ve done in the last year in
my business. I’d say, call Dave up and call up Melbourne SEO Services because they’re
real. Don’t worry possibly having someone talk down to you, because they won’t. They’re
good guys.”
Brent Mail | Coaching Client | Brent Mail Photography
www.brentmailphotography.com
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Coaching Clients

Our clients trust our judgment & enjoy working
with us, making the most out of our partnership.

I’ve been researching and doing a lot of SEO. I used SEOmoz and Market Samurai and I
read a lot about it and so on because I found it really interesting. I listened to lots of
different videos and so on and I think it was one of Dave's videos actually that I saw the
first time. Then I just started to dig around on his site and it all seemed to make sense.
There was one thing he said, he’d done so many of these, he’d seen so many websites in
so many different areas that it became like the Matrix.
After working for years and trying different things
“An expert who helps you”
all the time, I think the most important thing is set
the plan in place, and working from that rather than
just trying new things. To set a plan in place, you
do need an expert who helps you. So I think getting a consultation first, before you
start doing things is incredibly important. Otherwise you can work forever and nothing
happens.”
Dan Lundholm | Coaching Client | Spy Tunes
www.spytunes.com
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Coaching Clients

We’re always on hand for every query,
request for help or shout for support...

“This fellow kept popping up on YouTube and I found that
out of everything that I’d watched, I found I trusted what he
was saying and he just spoke from the heart, gave a lot. I
really thought when I’d watched so many and then finally
the penny dropped that he was available as a consultant, I
got quite excited about that.

!

I was really happy with the process. Simple things like
! having recorded sessions so you can go back and pick
up on anything that you didn’t feel that quite dropped with
you or just to simply be able to go back and watch it over and over again to really get it
embedded in your mind and it’s what you’ve paid for. You’ve got it there to refer back to
at any stage.
Again, just the openness and transparency. There’s possibly some scepticism in thinking
that someone who is so good at something might not want to give you all the secrets, but
that’s not how I feel about Dave at all now. Within the first session, I realized although
you think they’re secrets, they’re not, you just don’t know them yet. He’s there to teach
you and there are no secrets with Dave.
Everything has a cost and what I put it
down to is for myself, I went through
“There are no secrets with Dave”
university and it cost a fair few thousand
dollars a year. I reckon I got more
information out of Dave, more learning from working with Dave in a far quicker period
than a year, for far less than thousands and thousands of dollars.”
Adam Lancaster | Coaching Client | Click Forward
www.clickforward.com.au
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We’re always on hand for every query,
request for help or shout for support...

Coaching Clients

“I thought about what I wanted ahead of time and sent off the
email to Dave. I was quite happily surprised to get an email back
just like that saying, yes, I think we can do that. I think I can
give you what you’re looking for. It was just very quick and very
confident. He delivered.
After talking with him, he drew a diagram and suggested a
business model in terms of different services and different
products...different price points...and how to go about getting
the customers in there, navigating them through and offering
them a well rounded service. Just how he diagrammed it out
for me with the suggestions, it was very actionable. ...I had never thought of them
but they’re so clear now.... I have a plan and timelines and it’s just the clearest I’ve ever
been.
Honestly, I would say do it. I’m the kind of
guy where I do research quite a bit. I don’t
just jump into things. I read and I read and I
look and I listen. I’ve checked this guy out
and I got great value from it and I would say
I don’t think you’re going to get any better
than this. It’s great, so just do it.”

“ I don't think you're going to get
any better than this”

Chris Hammer | Consulting | Silver Hammer Coaching
www.silverhammercoaching.ca
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Coaching Clients

Providing the information & material our clients
need to succeed is part & parcel of what we do...

“...I did stumble across Dave's training material. I think it
was a video on YouTube I initially watched of Dave. It was
very open and honest about SEO and even within two or
three minutes, I got this feeling that he was the real deal. He
pretty much got straight into the how to of SEO which was
something when I did look around at other sites and other
SEO companies, I just didn’t really find.
...I remember that first workshop he did was pretty much
everything. I remember him coming out right from the start
of the workshop and just saying, this is what I’ve been doing
for eight to ten years. I’m going to try and give it to you in a
day or two... Yes, it was a massive brain dump, which is a
good thing. He provides all the materials and you
know you can go back and refer to it, luckily,
“You’re in a constant
because I don’t think there is a human on the planet
conversation with Dave”
who could remember all that material that he told us,
even in the first day. I remember that first training he
did was more the top end SEO as well.
You’re in a constant conversation with Dave, whether it be online, via email with him
offering special things to you. So you create that long term business partnership with
someone who has obviously been there and done it and he can show you the methods
that he’s built up over the last ten years to improve your business as well.”
Jason Hart | Coaching Client | Melbourne Ceremonies
www.melbourneceremonies.com
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Coaching Clients

Providing the information & material our clients
need to succeed is part & parcel of what we do...

“I went and had a look at some of Dave's work and I thought,
wow, there is an Australian doing this material really well. Then
we bought the first SEO Method that he did. I’ve been watching
his work ever since. We’ve got the second one that he brought
out and we had a call a couple of years ago. So when the
opportunity came up to have the coaching, it just made sense.
It was very easy. The whole idea of being able to have a
coach that lives on the other side of the country and doing
it via Skype is pretty cool. I think one of the things that I
noticed right from the beginning was his ability to bring everything down into a very
clear, simple model - it was actually one
of the most powerful things that we’d
“Ability to bring everything down into
ever done. It’s doesn’t matter whether it
a very clear, simple model”
is an SEO company or whatever business
it is, that clarity is so powerful. Dave can
do that; it’s definitely worth doing.
Greg Culver & Lesley Comlos | Coaching Client | Linx Hurricane
www.linxhurricane.com
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Coaching Clients

Being honest and open with each other is
the only way forward for any partnership...

“Look, if you can manage to get in with somebody like Dave, it’s
a very good thing to do...We started off small. They say clarity is
power. Trust me, that is really a powerful thing to have, a very
clear vision of what you want to do in the next twelve months to
three years. I think that’s the biggest thing that we did at the
start. We got super clear, very clear. It was a very healing
process to go through because there is so much confusion
out there. If you’re lucky enough to get in with someone like
Dave or somebody in this space….
Just finding somebody you resonate with who will be able to help you, it’s the best thing
you can do. It is the best thing that you can do. If
you are looking for somebody to work with, ring
“Pick up the phone and ring
Dave, if you can get in with him. Pick up the
him straight away”
phone and ring him straight away. I wish I had got
to him sooner.
I’ve probably saved thousands and thousands of dollars. Not only money, it’s not just
money. This is the thing, it’s time. It’s the time, it’s the late nights, it’s sitting up. I’ve got
children as well, so it’s not easy. The internet presents a beautiful opportunity for
businesses and for entrepreneurs to have a lifestyle. Big dreams are always being thrown
in our face. But people don’t realize you’ve got to work hard at it and you’ve got to grind.
But if you just have that focus and that guardian angel as I said, I think you will just
speed up the process a lot quicker.
Michael Hanson | Coaching Client | Video Labs
www.videolabs.com.au
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Coaching Clients

Being honest and open with each other is
the only way forward for any partnership...

“...I had built a strategy of how to go forward and you
basically took it and turned it on its head. It was so hard to
hear. You devastated me. I sat for three hours because I
knew you were right. You proved it to me….You
explained it to me and even though I had my heart set on
things and I thought I was right, you really positioned it and
you saved me from two years of going in the wrong direction
and banging my head against the wall. So I’m forever
grateful for that...You underestimate yourself. Yes, you’re an
expert and yes you’re a business strategist and yes, you’ve
done it, so you’re speaking from experience and not from the
point of theory….
...One element that I appreciate is that you’re
“Saved me from two years of
coming from a place of value and service
and you’re going to say the truth...You could tell
going in the wrong direction”
what was going on but still you were honest and
you gave it to me straight. To me that is your
number one quality, that I really will continue working with you and I see you as a
partner, as someone who I can count on to call it as it is and not deceive me because he’s
got too much to risk or wants to make some more money from me. You just told it
straight...”
Natasha Dedis | Coaching Client
www.natashadedis.com
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We pride ourselves in giving real-world
tested advice and training...

Coaching Clients

“I would say if it’s seriously something that you want to do to
grow your business and not just saying it, you really do have to
put it into action. If you want to get the right advice and
training and help and support, then definitely contact
David Jenyns. Without his advice and what we learnt in the
workshops, we wouldn’t have then been able to put that into
practice ourselves. So it’s not just a matter of attending the
workshops, there is a lot of work behind it. I’ve only started this
just over a year ago and it’s already proven to work for me and
that is not a very long space of time.
If you’re serious
about building your business, then I think this
is definitely the way to go to get the help and
advice you need.”

“This is definitely the way to go”

Karine Hart | Coaching Client | Melbourne Ceremonies
www.melbourneceremonies.com
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Coaching Clients

We pride ourselves in giving real-world
tested advice and training...

“...I am so impressed with what I’ve got from Dave. He gave me a process that stepped
me through with nine steps of exactly what to do....He just walked me through it, and
held my hand through the process. To me, he makes it super simple.
...He came up with my
“All I have to do is...walk through these steps and
plan and all I have to do is
go through and walk
I’ll have a million dollar a year business”
through these steps and
I’ll have a million dollar a
year business. That just blows me away. I really appreciate what Dave has done for
me and my business...I’ve taken a lot of courses, tons of courses. I have never got the
value for dollar that I paid. I could not believe how cheap he was going to do this for me.
The value I got just blows me away because it’s better than any other internet market
training I’ve got and I’ve taken tons of training from all the big guys.
I’ve worked with Frank Kern, I’ve worked with Jeff Johnson, I’ve worked with all the big
guys in internet marketing. I’ve got value from all those guys, lots of value, don’t get me
wrong there. But dollar for dollar, what I got from Dave just blows me away.
I would highly recommend him to anybody who needs a plan, who wants help figuring
out how to get from point A to point B... I couldn’t highly recommend him enough.
Dave is a machine. He seems to produce an extraordinary amount over a number of
different fields. He showed his spread sheets, his mind maps, his processes, he showed
everything. It was fantastic.”
Tim Warren | Consulting Client
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Listening and providing personalized
support is our specialty...

Coaching Clients

“I am a physician. I reside in the United States, and am
trained in pathology which is the practice of laboratory
medicine. I left that and started my own business. The first
course by Dave that I took led to the second one and the
second one to the third one.
For me, it just really helped to have the systems and the
structure. It gave me the framework in which to figure out
how all of the other pieces fit into the big picture. That’s
what I was struggling with the most.
The Competition Crusher workshop piqued my interest. So
then I purchased The SEO Method 2 and went on to small Business Internet Marketing;
Lights, Camera, Profit and then finally the Outsourcing. Every time I made a purchase I
got this wonderful e-mail from Grace, just so personal. It didn’t seem like it was canned,
it was just very personal. This is really a nice business. Of course I’m looking at it and
thinking, I want to do that with my business and my patients because it is just so nice to
have someone reach out and make that connection with you.
I can’t even describe how valuable it’s
been because, this has been my sole focus
of outside learning for two years. So I’ve
read a lot, listened to a lot of people and
none of them really enabled me to put things
in structure and in an order like this.

“It didn’t seem like it was canned,
it was just very personal”

I’m by no means an expert in this field but I have spent two years looking at all of the
lead mentors in internet marketing and SEO and so on. When I encountered Dave, as far
as I’m concerned I’m not following anybody else. All these other gurus out there,
but I always come back to, they’re out there teaching it and teaching it but have they
really had the experience of putting a real business together to sell products or to sell
things online? Did they learn how to do it and then just teach it? From what I’ve seen,
that is what sets Dave apart.”
Susan Riegg M.D. | Coaching Client | Green Square Center
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Workshops
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We’re proud of all our knowledge and thrilled to
pass it on to clients to help them achieve success.

Workshops

“Dave is great. Very entertaining. He’s very methodical in his
approach and answers every question as thoroughly as possible.
He’s very transparent actually in the way that there is nothing
held back. It’s great from that point of view. It’s a good insight
into the way he operates.
I guess it’s definitely an
“There’s nothing held back”
industry based around
a bit of mystery if you
like. It’s refreshing, that
would probably be the first word that comes to mind, to actually be able to have that
insight into that process and mind set. I guess it does build credibility for him and helps
me trust him as he’s not held back in any mistakes that he’s made. It really assists that
learning in terms of going forward so that we don’t fall for some of the same traps.”
Daniel Billingham | Workshop Attendee | Web Elements

“I found Dave goes at a
“Covers everything, answers
million miles an hour so
every question”
it’s like you’ve got to
watch him in matrix mode
and you can see him slow
down. The guys are fantastic. He covers everything you need to
know and answers every question. He's brilliant.”

!
! Danny Batelic | Workshop Attendee | Trading Websites Blog
www.tradingwebsitesblog.com
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Teaching others is just another way for
us to continue improving ourselves...

Workshops

“I regard myself as a newbie I guess but there
“Something that I can follow”
is just so much out there and what Dave has
basically put together for me today is something
that I can follow. It’s digestible. There’s a lot
there. The guy is a freak, and I mean that in the best sense of the word. There was hard
core information and if information is power, than I think I’ll be going forward with a bit
more power and if I put all that together, hopefully that really helps me in my business
and down the future.”
Mark Hayward | Workshop Attendee

“All I can say about Dave is, he's fantastic. As I say, he clearly
knows his stuff and he’s
really good at teaching it,
“Transparent and open”
which are two separate skills.
He got everything across really
well and he’s very enthusiastic about what he’s talking about as
well.

! One of the things I really enjoy about coming to Dave’s

workshops is that he always shows you exactly what he’s doing in
! his own business. He’s very transparent and open.”
Steve Ovens | Workshop Attendee
www.steveovens.com

“Dave is a very good presenter. An absolute
“An absolute wealth of knowledge”
wealth of knowledge there. You can tell he’s
just got so much knowledge to get out. He
delivers it in a very clear way and it’s very easy to follow despite there being a massive
amount of information. I’m actually finding I’m absorbing it all and have the resources to
go and use it.”
Nick Edwards | Workshop Attendee
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Loving what you do must be part of the entire
process, otherwise learning can be fruitless...

Workshops

“David Jenyns was one of the first people who I found when I
went online, and I could see
exactly what he was doing.
“This guy is an innovator”
He was doing the affiliate
bonus model - and he was
doing it very well. So, I went in to a different market and did
the same thing and lo and behold, that was my first successful
!
affiliate campaign. I turned this in to information products, and
! from there I developed a coaching model. I kept applying it back and now I’m doing this
over a number of different websites. So, the point is that this guy is an innovator - he
was doing this five years ago!”
James Schramko | Superfast Business
www.superfastbusiness.com

“A couple of weeks ago I heard Dave speak at an event in
Sydney and I just found the way he spoke was absolutely
awesome and he had some really strong content.
What I liked about what he had to say on the stage was
everything was strategized and systemized and tested. He
had something from start to end, from beginning to sale, so from
! start to profit. I think a lot of people focus on the middle ground
or the start ground but the overall system and picture needs to
! be tested and analyzed and it seemed like he had done that and I like the mindset.
Heaps of people in the industry,
“He had something from start to end, from
their goal is to not work. I want
to work as hard as I can and
beginning to sale...from start to profit”
absolutely love every second of it.
It’s never my goal to not work
and I just see that enthusiasm in him, that love of business and the love of
learning the strategies and tactics and implementing those. I think that was one of
the main things that appealed to me out of the whole presentation was that and that he
had that same enthusiasm.
James Jackson | Workshop Attendee | Out Of The Box Solutions
www.outoftheboxsolutions.com
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Loving what you do must be part of the entire
process, otherwise learning can be fruitless...

Workshops

“...We do SEO in our company but it is quite difficult especially with the recent changes
with Google. I’m a little bit tired of hearing the rubbish from everybody who claims to be
a guru and I cannot find a straight answer.
With Dave and Steve I feel like
“They covered everything I needed to know”
I’ve got the right answer and
it’s to the point. The content
was perfect. I think they covered
everything that I needed to know. They added some things that I had completely ignored
or disregarded.
My biggest takeaway is the Content Contagion which in a way clarified a number of
questions I had. For anyone who was thinking about attending one of those workshops,
this is the best time that you can invest in your business.”
Regis | Workshop Attendee | VPO

“One thing I would say that Dave is probably one of the best
instructors I have listened to. When he goes through point A,
point B, all the points, everything is laid out, he does it so that
it is easy to understand. I actually didn’t know that about
him. That he was such a good instructor.
I thought he
“Probably one of the best instructors“
rocked before
but now I think
he's really
smart. I want to get into all his business aspects and systems.
When you’re building a business, one of the most important
things is to realize that you’re building systems. Copying other people’s systems is a lot
easier than creating your own, little cogs, little wheels here and there, systems like this,
like outsourcing systems. I wish I had had his material about that ten years ago when I
was starting out here.”
Dori Friend | Workshop Attendee | SEO Nitro
www.seonitro.com
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We believe the more we help others,
the more others will help us...

Workshops

“...The content was fantastic. Dave is clearly an expert in his industry. He has a swag of
information and to be able to just get here today as someone said, even if you’re an SEO
specialist from a large marketing company, even as a generalist, I’m a level or two above
them. So that’s really good.
The biggest takeaway was Dave’s Content
“Clearly an expert in his industry”
Contagion and actually having the map or
the blueprint to now take away and actually
start to implement in my business is great.
I’d recommend getting in contact with the guys. Dave’s got his ebook on the website.
Learn more about their process, how they work with their clients. I think the values that
Dave was talking about today, he was very open, sharing a lot of content. That’s a
good sign that there is someone there who has good values to support you in your
business.”
Cameron Bloomfield | Workshop Attendee | Dovetail Developments

“What I liked about today’s workshop was the expertise of David,
he shared very freely. No question went unanswered and
everything was fully answered. It had a good structure for the
day, it was very complete.
I think the authenticity is critical. You have to learn from people
who have gone where you’re going. They’ve already walked
the walk, they’ve already made mistakes, learned from the
! mistakes and come up with solutions that are proven to work.
You certainly see that with David.
We’ve seen example sites.
! He’s taken us through how those sites have
been optimized, how they have worked and
“No question went unanswered”
how they haven’t worked, and you can take
that real world experience and apply it to your
own business.”
Paul Hanson | Workshop Attendee
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Workshops

It’s a privilege to be a part of the learning &
growing process for our clients...

”...The content today was absolutely superb. I think it fulfilled everyone’s questions, it
definitely fulfilled mine....The presenters were really good. Dave without a doubt knows
his material and Steve is absolutely tremendous. He’s obviously got a lot of technical
knowledge and SEO knowledge joined together.
The biggest takeaway from today was
“Without a doubt knows his material”
just applying everything and being
really wise with your strategies of what
you do for yourself and your clients no
matter what you are. You should systematize it and follow it through. Probably the other
biggest thing is building a network quite widely and as large as possible so it contributes
as an asset.
If someone is thinking if they should or shouldn’t come along to the workshop, the
answer is they should. It shouldn’t even be a thought process. I think whatever Dave is
organizing, he’s extremely knowledgeable in everything SEO and web and not to
be here, you’re missing out on a lot.”
Peter | Workshop Attendee | Good Good SEO
www.goodgood.com.au

“...What I love about Dave’s workshops and doing any of this things is that it is just
content driven. It’s full of information that you can practically use once you’ve attended a
workshop of his….As presenters I just find them engaging, easy to understand. I don’t
ask many questions because it is just pure content that I can use it straight away.
Really treating things as a business is the biggest
takeaway I’ve learnt from today. Driving it from money
management to organization to execution, everything is
about real business. If anybody was to do Melbourne SEO
or any of Dave’s things, I highly recommend them.”

“Full of information”

Katy Shaw | Workshop Attendee
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Workshops

Our philosophy is to help by giving people
as much information as possible...

“Dave’s a good presenter. He speaks very fast, so he gives
you a lot of information really quickly. I was amazed how
much information he gets across in a short space of time. I
think there is this trade off between you want to hear a lot of
information but you just can’t physically absorb everything in
one day. I think whether he spoke at half speed or double
speed you wouldn’t absorb everything anyway, because he just
opens the kimono and tells you everything.
It’s hard to narrow it down to just a single thing I reckon. I
really like the fact that he really condenses everything he
knows into one day jam-packed full of really useful information.
I think the guy’s extraordinarily talented. He just
has this amazing brain, it amazes me. Like I was
saying, the fact that he can speak all day, just at
double speed, tell you all this information and
everything supported by great examples. I think
he’s an unusually talented guy.”

“Extraordinarily talented”

“...I came because I knew them because I knew the quality of
their content. I don’t do any SEO but I want to know more than
my clients do. I want to know the new things and find out what’s
going on in this world, the world that I know enough to be
dangerous about. This is pretty amazing content.
We’re only two thirds of the way through, yet after two hours it’s
been mind blowing content, things that
I thought I knew but clearly I didn’t
“No holding back”
know a lot. There was no holding back,
just so much content.”
Mike Rhodes | Workshop Attendee | Web Savvy
www.websavvy.com.au
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Workshops

Our success is truly measured by the
achievements of those who use our methods...

“Dave is an excellent presenter. It is the second
time I’ve seen him present. He is incredibly
knowledgeable and delivers information in a very
rapid rate but in a way that is easy to follow. It’s
been a massive brain dump, I’ve got pages of notes.

“Incredibly knowledgeable”

I’ve actually got quite a thick manual here to go
through. So I find him an excellent presenter.
I would definitely say go for it. David clearly is a very bright guy. Not only that but he’s
built a company and built systems that really bring that out.”
Paul Hutchison | Workshop Attendee

“... I came to the workshop to learn how to market my business online using the right
tools with Google. I found it very useful. I came across David’s other product which is the
Outsource Profit Machine. I’m learning a lot of useful information from his weekly
email and other resources from his website.
...I highly recommend their service because they do
exactly what they say and they use it for their own
business and give detailed updates of information all the
time.”

“I highly recommend”

Alice | Workshop Attendee | Dynatec
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Workshops

Being completely transparent about who we are
and what we do is just part of our daily routine...

“...The Content Contagion is amazing. It gives me ideas how to create new content
because we’ve been having problems with that. So interviews and workshops and that
type of thing, I think we can apply that to our clients, so we’re excited to do that.
They’re great, very friendly and accommodating. You can tell they’re really expert in
their field. It’s just great to be here and hear them talk.
I think the biggest takeaway is first the site audit
“Worth your time and effort”
because that will give you a very systematized
way to overview, how you’re going to approach a
specific company. I also loved the Content
Contagion and the blog network lecture. They shouldn’t worry about how much it cost
because definitely they’re going to make more. It’s just worth your time and effort and
the money you pay.”
Daisy | Workshop Attendee | Evolve Marketing Group

“Dave doesn't hold back. A lot of people who I have been
exposed to since, lift their skirt up a little bit but that’s it.
Whereas he was very open and sharing and delivered over
and above what I expected to receive.
It was a pretty steep learning curve I’ve got to say, even with
the material that he provided. There is a lot in it. The thing is it’s
learnable if you apply yourself.
I hadn’t met him before until I discovered him online and moved
forward from there, so I guess all I can say is that I was
certainly not disappointed. I got to like him, understand him and
trust him. He ticks all the boxes there for me. That is easy for me to say because I’ve
been through it. For someone who hadn’t had the
experience, all I can say is, go for it, because it worked
“He ticks all the boxes”
out for me and I think he has a lot to offer. He knows
what he's talking about, it’s worked for me and he's
very generous in how he shares his knowledge.
Probably Dave could charge a fortune for what he knows. It’s a great education at an
affordable price from someone who knows what they’re doing. So I’d say to someone
don’t hesitate, get into it. Dave is very open, very transparent and very generous with
what he shares so that’s got to be a good thing.”
Jeff Gardner | Workshop Attendee | Motor Homes
www.motorhomes.com.au
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We’re where we are today because we’re
not afraid to lay everything on the line...

Workshops

“... I learned a lot today because there are new strategies to work on SEO, particularly
with the Google Panda and Google Penguin updates. The next time I do my SEO there will
be more links from the relevant and high authority sites.
The presenters are very good. Dave and Steve
“Articulate about the topics”
Ovens are articulate about the topics being
discussed so I learned a lot. The updates on
Google Panda and Penguin make me realize I
should have links from relevant sites. I should avoid over SEOing. Of course I also
learned from them never to be obsessed with one keyword but try to focus on the result,
on the visits to the sites for the ROI.
I strongly recommend people attend this workshop because they will learn a lot. The
presenters are very good. They teach based on the experience they have. The results
that they saw are being presented and they are very transparent.”
Antonio Ruf | Workshop Attendee

“I was thrilled to get Dave because he’s a machine. I hate Dave
Jenyns. The reason I do is because I’m supremely jealous
because he seems to produce an extraordinary amount
over a number of different fields.
His brief was there’s one thing, we hear a lot about teams or
outsourcing and so on. I think we hear a lot more about
outsourcing than team building. One of the things about going
pro and Dave was the first person to mention this and then got
reinforced throughout the conference is that you don’t want
robots, you want a team. You want to make people feel like
they’re in a team.
But then Dave got very quickly
“He showed everything, it was fantastic”
down to specifics. People are so
interested in what needs to happen
when it comes to how do I manage
my team? What should I manage and what shouldn’t I manage? What is soul uplifting
and what is soul destroying when managing a team that are spread around the planet?
He did that step by step. He showed his spreadsheets, his mind maps, his processes, he
showed everything. It was fantastic.”
Ed Dale | The Challenge
www.thechallenge.com
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So... How Can I Help You?

Whether it’s coaching, consulting, keynotes or SEO services - the next step is for us to
chat. I’ll either help personally or (at the very least) point you in the right direction. I
“get” online business more than most and I’ll only work with those I know I can help.
Pick up the phone and give me call on 1300 662 979 or email www.davesupports.com
My team and I am here to help and you can feel confident knowing we’ll treat
your business, like it’s our business.
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